
ICT-based Centralized Clinical Trial Monitoring Questionnaire 

1. Have you experienced any symptoms of hypoglycemia during the past 3 months (e.g. cold sweating, 

hunger, shivering, or panic)? 

 

1) Yes            2) No    

 

2. If you answered "1) Yes" in question 1, are you satisfied with the recording way on the hypoglycemia 

diary on your smartphone regarding the symptoms of hypoglycemia, whether it occurs during night or 

sleep, and whether you need help to recover from hypoglycemia? 

        

Satisfied with recording   3  2  1  0  -1  -2  -3    Satisfied with recording on paper or   

on a smartphone app                               face-to-face counseling 

 

 

1.   3. Are you satisfied with the way your blood glucose meter is linked to your smartphone app to record 

2.   blood glucose?  

 

Satisfied with recording   3  2  1  0  -1  -2  -3    Satisfied with recording on paper or   

on a smartphone app                               face-to-face counseling 

 

 

4. Are you satisfied with the way insulin dose is recorded in the smartphone app? 

 

Satisfied with recording   3  2  1  0  -1  -2  -3    Satisfied with recording on paper or   

on a smartphone app                               face-to-face counseling 

 

 

3.   5. Are you satisfied with the way recording your weight, exercise, and blood pressure on your 

4.   smartphone app? 

 

Satisfied with recording   3  2  1  0  -1  -2  -3    Satisfied with recording on paper or   

on a smartphone app                               face-to-face counseling 

 

 

6. Throughout the clinical trials, do you think the smartphone app is more convenient than the telephone 

questionnaire or visit counseling method of recording your information such as blood glucose, insulin 

dose, and hypoglycemic symptoms?  

 

Satisfied with recording   3  2  1  0  -1  -2  -3    Satisfied with recording on paper or   

on a smartphone app                               face-to-face counseling 

 

 

7. Throughout the clinical trial, do you think the smartphone app is more accurate than the telephone 

questionnaire or visit counseling method of recording your information such as blood glucose, insulin 

dose, and hypoglycemic symptoms?  

  

Satisfied with recording   3  2  1  0  -1  -2  -3    Satisfied with recording on paper or   

on a smartphone app                               face-to-face counseling 

 


